TRIM, FORM & SINGULATION

TRIM
dejunk & debar

FORM
lead forming

SINGULATION
unit singulation

vision inspection

sorting

D2PAK  SMD  SOT  EPAD TSSOP  LQFP  MQFP  PDIP  PLCC
PSOP  QFP  SOIC  SOJ  TQFP  TSSOP  SOT

TRIM SYSTEM

- Productivity: 180 SPM (stroke/minutes)
- Modular change-over for different device
- Compact machine size
- Field proven trimming (dejunk/debar) quality
- Real time SPC monitoring & graphical display
- Easy operation & minimum maintenance
- Supreme HANMI vision inspection system
  1st vision: leadframe orientation, package type, lead count, lead damage
  2nd vision: uncut dambar, lead width, bend lead, lead damage, intrusion/protrusion
- Built-in tool identification device

Model: TRIM 101

HANMI Semiconductor